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Software for
casting process

WinCast® expert calculates important quality 
requirements such as mold lling, solidication, 
porosity, residual stress, mechanical properties, 
deformation, hot cracking, hardness and service life 
and visualizes them to validate your process design 
prior to production

WinCast® expert is the world's rst casting simulation 
software on the market since 1984, developed by RWP 
GmbH, Germany. With virtual simulation the software 
supports you in planning and optimization for several 
types of process, e.g. sand casting, die casting, 
investment casting, high pressure die casting, low 
pressure casting, centrifugal casting, continuous 
castincasting, welding, heat treatment and many other 
special processes.
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Few steps to optimal castings     
        using 

Gravity sand casting

Mold lling Hot spot Porosity
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High pressure die casting

Core shooting
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Centrifugal casting

Casting cluster geometry Centrifugal lling

CAD geometry Stress Deformation

Impeller casting geometry Hot spot

Investment casting

Temperature Stress Real partGeometry of shell mold

Stress and deformation
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Heat treatment

Continuous casting

Substrate strand

Water cooling

Mold

Cu

CuSn6

For continuous casting rolling speed, temperature, solidication are important process parameters to be 
monitored to ensure smooth casting and proper use of machine. With WinCast® expert you can see virtual 
results in advance and conrm the optimal parameters before real production.
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Research & 
Development

Creation of a FE model for a tensile test
with very small dimension (Unit: µm)

Eutectic Silicon
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Our research and development are requirement-driven and 
innovation-oriented. The areas of concentration are 
simulation, experimentation, inspection, evaluation and 
inplementation for your new ideas. For instance, we support 
you in new product and process development, new 
material and its production capabilities. Depending on your 
needs and market demands we provide you wide range of 
researesearch and development service including:

- Engineering and prototyping
- Properties prediction of new materials
- New component development
- Analysis and optimization of existing components
- Design of experiment
- Projects on customer demands
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Training &
Seminars
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Consulting &
Audit Performing

Based on more than 35 years of experience together with 
our own developed simulation sofware, WinCast® expert, 
we offer you consulting service in several areas including:

- Design and optimization of casting process
- Manufacturing process ow design
- Foundry layout design
- - Production planning and optimization
- Onsite investigation for existing problems
- Manufacturing supervision
- Development of new materials and components
- New foundry process guidance
- Industry 4.0 and digital solutions for foundry
- Data science and analytics for process optimization
-- Theoretical background education and practical use
- Guidance for deployment of new casting techniques
- Guidance for application of advanced technologies
- Business strategy and methodology
- Consulting service based on customer demands
- Auditing and certication of foundries

WWe are eager to advise you on challenging projects to 
minimize risks, ensure German quality and and maximize 
your prots. 
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Foundry

Cooperation

As experienced partner we are ready to work with you locally and globally in different project types to achieve 
mutual goals and benets. According to your business objectives we offer you cooperation in diffrent forms:

- We as your consulting partner
- We as your research and development project partner
- You as our software representative
- You as a local agency of RWP business
-- Technology transfer to your own base
- Cooperative project for new products and new markets
- Joint venture establishment
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Few steps to optimal castings

RWP GmbH
Address: Bundesstraße 77, 52159 Roetgen, Germany
Email: info@rwp-simtec.de
Tel.: (+49) 02471 1230-0
Fax: (+49) 02471 1230-99
Website: www.rwp-group.de


